A Meta-analysis of Narrative Game-based Interventions for Promoting Healthy Behaviors.
Health interventions that use serious games have become increasingly popular. However, many of these games have been designed with few immersive game features which would improve users' engagement with the persuasive messages. To address this issue, researchers have incorporated narrative elements in games to facilitate message processing and enhance behavioral change. There have been theoretical debates about whether narratives benefit these interventions; empirical evidences for their effects are slightly mixed. This meta-analysis provides a deeper understanding of the overall impact of narrative game-based interventions on health-related behaviors and their psychological determinants. Combining the results from 22 studies, this meta-analysis found that narrative game-based interventions were effective in changing behaviors, knowledge, self-efficacy, and enjoyment. These effects were moderated by factors such as the genre of the game, the genre of the story, group play, and participant age. Implications of the findings and suggestions for future design of narrative game-based interventions were discussed.